**World**

Szulc accuses Soviets of violating SALT II — Secretary of State George P. Shultz PhD '49 accused the U.S. and the Soviet Union of breaking the SALT II pact by developing new intercontinental ballistic missiles. The agreement allows the United States and the Soviet Union to develop only one new ICBM each. Moreover, one of the missiles is a "modernization" of an already existing missile, which is permitted by SALT II. Shultz, however, said that both Soviet missiles are clearly new.

Iraq tells airlines to keep out of Iranian air space — Iraq warned airlines to stay away from Iranian air space on Sunday night because Iraq would start bombing and would not be responsible for commercial airplanes. Iraq also claimed it killed over 15,000 Iranian troops over the weekend in what it calls the heaviest fighting of the war.

Thousands protest US missiles in Belgium — Tens of thousands of protesters marched in Brussels against Government economic policies this weekend. The protestors rallied against a proposed plan to restructure some public companies by opening them up to private capital. They also called for the resignations of the leaders of Portugal's Socialist-Social Democratic Government. The rallies were organised by Portugal's Communist-led labor federation.

Greek Parliament fails to elect a president — The Greek Parliament did not elect a president Sunday. Constantine Karamanlis, a Supreme Court judge and the only candidate for the position, received only 176 votes. Two hundred votes were needed for election. The ruling Panhellenic Socialist Movement rejected former President Constantine Karamanlis as candidate for re-election. Karamanlis had ruled over a coalition government.

**Nation**

Ohio banks remain closed — Governor Richard Celeste ordered Ohio's 71 state-chartered savings and loan associations to remain closed until a plan is developed to stop the run on deposits. The order came shortly after the collapse of one of the state's largest savings and loan institutions, Home State Savings Bank, last week.

Pentagon to study contractor profits — This spring the Defense Department will conduct the first comprehensive review of profits and accounting procedures in defense. It hopes to find whether its pricing rules encourage companies to cut costs or, as many critics claim, reward inefficiency. The General Accounting Office, the investigative branch of the Congress, will oversee the Pentagon study and will issue its own evaluation.

**Sports**

How sweet the sixteen are — The tournament has reached the regional semifinal level in route to the NCAA basketball championship. In the Midwest division Oklahoma, Louisiana Tech, Boston College, and Kentucky State have reached the top 16. In the Southeast division Villanova, Maryland, Auburn, and North Carolina State have reached the semifinals.

Navratilova defeats Evert-Lloyd — Martina Navratilova beat Chris Evert-Lloyd 6-3, 6-4 to win the $28,000 first prize in the Virginia Slims of Dallas-championship. The victory gives Navratilova a 33-31 lead in the rivalry.

**Weather**

Fair weather ahead — The skies should be fair through Friday, with highs in the low 50s and lows in the mid 20s.

**The Best Deal in PC's**

**NEC APC III**

Superquick machine: 8 Mhz. 8086

Ultra-fire display:
- Tilt and swivel!
- 14 inch
- 640 x 400 pixel monitor.

Massive storage:
- 10 Meg. Hard Disc & IBM compatible floppy drive.

Includes graphics, MS/DOS 2.11, GW Basic. $2195.00

Call: Hibrow's U.F.C.
9 Forest Ave.
Salem, MA 01970
1-744-7692

**JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD PROGRAM: London School of Economics**
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The LSE offers programs in history, sociology, law and statistics.

**Sponsored by the Office of Career Services and Programmatic Advising**

**513-770**

**11:18 a.m.**

**ROBOTICS**

There are currently senior positions available at grades 13, 14 and 15 National Bureau of Standards. Electronic Engineering, Computer Science, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering. Salaries are competitive and based on professional experience and accomplishments. ($37,599 - $67,940).

These positions are part of the NBS team working to implement intelligent and flexible robots for a wide variety of applications. Some specific tasks are:
- Design of new sensor systems
- Sensory processing systems
- World modeling databases
- World model interpretation
- Robot manipulators
- Robot assembly
- CAD directed assembly
- Real-time control systems
- Artificial intelligence algorithms for robots
- Robot programming languages
- Robot simulation including real-time graphics
- Specific robot applications including military, manufacturing, construction, and space
- Robot performance enhancement
- Robot standards

Our program in robotics already has had significant impact on the U.S. application of robotics. We have the best equipment for research in robotics, including a full scale experimental facility dedicated to research in industrial automation. I would like to be a part of this major effort to help visualize U.S. industry, please contact Dr. Leonard S. Hayes for technical information at this number 301-921-2381 or send a comprehensive resume to:

Rosemary Hormuth
Room A-123, Admin. Bldg.
National Bureau of Standards
Gatlinburg, MD 20099
(301) 921-3711

**U.S. Citizenship is required.**

The National Bureau of Standards is an Equal Employment/Affirmative Action Employer.